SUMMER TERM INFORMATION
Hello Parents,

SUMMER TERM DATES: Summer term is from May 31-August 9, 2020
SUMMER LESSON FORMATTING: Summer lesson formatting is outlined below:
Summer term is May 31- August 8 (10 weeks). Students only pay for 8 lessons
allowing one week off for teachers choice, and one week off for students choice.
Please confirm details and exact lesson day/time with your teacher.
EXTRA LESSONS: Students who would like to participate in extra summer
lessons are encouraged to do so. Longer lessons, two lessons per week, and
our in-home practice partners can really increase student motivation and
accelerate progress.
SUMMER FUN: We have many awesome summer activities for students to

Piano Camp (week-long), Jazz
and composition/improv workshops (2-day), Music Jamz (3 days of
participate in addition to private lessons.

jamming and making music hands-on with other musicians on varied
instruments!), THEMED masterclasses (2-day), and more!!
MUSIC is NOT A SEASONAL SPORT: Music lessons are based on a yearround schedule from Fall and Spring Semester to Summer term. We offer a
variety of summer learning options (listed above) to provide students with
flexibility and unique experiences. Please remember ~ our instructors are
professionals and teaching is their livelihood year-round.
(PLEASE NOTE: BASED ON COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS, SOME OPTIONS
MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE)
STUDIO POLICIES REMINDER: Studio policies apply year round and are
outlined below. Thank you for your understanding and cooperation.
* A minimum of 48-hours notice is required to reschedule a lesson. Please give
as much notice as possible to help with scheduling.
* There are NO makeup lessons given for last minute cancellations or no-shows.

* If you do not arrive/call within the first 15 minutes of your lesson time, the
lesson is considered forfeited.
* Missed group classes and masterclasses cannot be made up.
Sincerely,
Musical Minds Conservatory
Heidi Larson and Ann Thorsen-Moran

